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LEADERSHIP EXPERT

  

Leaders often confuse confidence for competence, 
believing they aren't capable of something because 
they're constrained by insecurity. Kathi Kulesza offers 
a fresh perspective for your audience that will 
empower, inspire, and boost their confidence.  

Your attendees will learn to make lasting 
enhancements to their daily routines and rituals that 
will fuel their confidence as leaders and influencers. 

They will:  
* Know how to and “want to” make lasting changes 
* Learn to leverage their strengths and talents 
* Learn to apply curiosity and transform results 
* Become a trustworthy boss 
* Establish a clear vision and goals for their team 

Your leaders will enjoy more success and satisfaction. 
The organization will benefit from the team work, 
collaboration, and open communication.

Leading Through Change 

Kathi Kulesza uses her experience in the hospitality industry where 
she spent three decades in management, training, customer service, 
loyalty, marketing, and executive leadership, to inspire her clients 
and audiences to get out of their own way and lead with assertive 
confidence. Kathi has a Bachelors in Hotel Administration from 
UNLV, and she is a certified coach.  

Kathi has shared life-changing lessons with more than 16,000 up 
and coming leaders at 500 plus in-person and virtual events. She 
understands the challenges you and your team face as you attempt 
to obtain a sense of normalcy and can help you navigate these 
uncertain times. 

Kathi’s unique approach will ensure your team will gain a renewed 
confidence in themselves and have an achievable action plan that 
will both stretch them and leverage their strengths.  

Topics available as a Keynote or Workshop: 
1. “3 Essential Traits for Leading During Uncertainty” and thrive 
2. “Be the Boss People Want to Work For” Engage your team 
3. “Customer Service ReSET” Great customer service is still within reach  
4. “Apology Free Leadership” Confidence boost for leaders 

“There are so many professionals in the marketplace today, that truth be told 
their resumes would not fill up a Post It Note ... Kathi is beyond amazing and 

has a real practitioners map of business-leadership effectiveness.”  

~Dr. Jeffrey Magee, CMC/CBE/CSP/PDM

Contact Kathi 
  

702.569.2607 ~ kathi@kathispeaks.com
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